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LNG PROSPECTS IN
SOUTH EAST ASIA
THE FIVE COUNTRIES – CHINA, SOUTH KOREA, INDIA, PAKISTAN AND TAIWAN – WHERE LNG IMPORTS
INCREASED THE MOST DURING THE FIRST HALF OF 2018 ARE ALL IN ASIA, AND ALL EXPERIENCED GROWTH IN
LNG IMPORTS OF AT LEAST 12% YEAR-ON-YEAR.1 BY RICHARD NELSON, KRISTIAN WHITAKER AND CHRISTINA
TECSON, KING & SPALDING.

Asia’s demand increase was the main driver of
growth in the global LNG market, with China
and South Korea contributing most of the
additional demand.2 This article looks beyond the
established LNG markets of these countries and
into the growing natural gas industries of the
emerging markets of South-East Asia.
These emerging markets provide a unique
opportunity to study how LNG markets are
established, and offer an interesting perspective
into the factors that must be considered and
the conditions that must be present for the
development of a natural gas industry.

LNG as the appropriate energy source
Myanmar, finding the right energy mix – Myanmar’s
total primary energy production has risen
considerably in recent years: gas production
more than doubled between 2000 and 2007, and
biomass production rose by 26% between 2000
and 2013.3
Despite this, however, Myanmar has one of
the lowest electrification rates in South-East
Asia.4 In 2014, the World Bank reported that
only 33% of the total population had access to
grid electricity.5 The table below shows the mix
of Myanmar’s power generation sources as of
2018, all of which comprise the total installed
capacity of 4,976MW.
There are a number of challenges confronting
Myanmar’s progress towards satisfying its
domestic energy demand. While most of
Myanmar’s installed power generation capacity
comes from hydropower, 61% or 3,033MW, its
output is impacted by Myanmar’s dry season
and by the 520MW installed capacity reserved
for China.6 In addition, many of Myanmar’s gaspowered plants are not fully operational due to
poor maintenance.
Although Myanmar has significant domestic
natural gas resources, most of the current
production is exported to China and Thailand
under long-term contracts entered into in the
1990s, when the country’s offshore production
was surplus to its domestic requirements.
These gas exports also significantly contribute
to the country’s current revenues: from April to
September of 2018 alone, gas exports generated
income of US$1bn.7
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Nevertheless, there are calls from some within
the country for new gas fields to contribute
more to domestic needs to assist with broader
economic growth. U Than Tun, a retired director
of the Myanmar Oil & Gas Enterprise, has
stated that “[i]f the current volume of electricity
generated domestically cannot fulfil local
demand, we need to take as much as we need
from our national gas reserves”.8
In early 2018, in an effort to improve the
country’s electrification, Myanmar announced
a shift towards LNG. Three new LNG projects –
together with a natural gas project in Kyaukphyu
in the Rakhine state – are expected to bring an
additional 3,100MW to the country’s population.9
While these projects appear promising and
will support Myanmar’s electrification efforts,
there are concerns that importing LNG will be
too costly and that it may result in Myanmar
developing a trade deficit.
LNG imports are usually priced based on
international market indices, which Myanmar
would be increasingly exposed to at the same
time as its foreign revenues from exports of
natural gas were reduced. In addition, the new
projects will rely on private investors to construct
and operate the LNG import infrastructure,
which will require sufficient revenues to repay
lenders and provide investors with an adequate
return on investment.
Therefore, Myanmar may experience an
increase in its power prices compared with the
low prices currently paid: today, the cost of
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generation for hydropower varies from Kt35 to
Kt70 per kWh (currently US$0.023 to US$0.046),
and Kt120 to Kt130 per kWh for gas (currently
US$0.079 to US$0.086), which is likely to increase
as gas-fired power generation relies on imported
LNG.10

Adopting a robust regulatory framework
Philippines, encouraging the growth of LNG – Like
Myanmar, the Philippines has set its sights on
LNG to meet its energy demand. The country
obtains most of its natural gas domestically, from
a single gas field (Malampaya) offshore Palawan
that is connected to the onshore gas processing
plant in Luzon, the country’s largest island.
According to Philippine Department of Energy
(DOE) estimates, Malampaya gas will run out in
less than five years.11
The Lantau Group has identified that
commercial potential for LNG exists to either
back-up existing power stations now, or fuel
existing power stations after the depletion of
Malampaya.12 Imported LNG may also be used
to fuel new power stations beginning in 2017.13
Many investors have expressed their interest in
the Philippine LNG market, but uncertainty as
to the country’s LNG regulatory framework has
resulted in a stalemate that has lasted for more
than two years.14
In 2017, the DOE issued the “Rules and
Regulations Governing the Philippine
Downstream Natural Gas Industry” (DOE
Rules).15 While the government has continuously
expressed that it is agnostic towards technology
and remains in favour of a merit-based energy
mix,16 the DOE Rules “ensure that the [natural
gas value chain], from its emerging state, will be
developed into a mature market to gain greater
energy security and stability”.17
In addition to the DOE Rules, President Rodrigo
Duterte issued Executive Order No 30 in 2017
(EO 30),18 to address the regulatory hurdles that
energy projects face. Typically, energy projects
would take three to five years to obtain the
required national and local permits. To ease red
tape, EO 30 mandates the:
i) Establishment of a simplified approval
process, harmonisation of the relevant rules and
coordination of various agencies to streamline
the regulatory process for energy projects;19 and
ii) Identification of energy projects of national
significance (EPNS), which are projects identified
by the DOE as being “in consonance with
the policy thrust and implementation of the
Philippine Energy Plan”.20
A project categorised as an EPNS will receive
the necessary support to enable it to obtain
national and local permits within 30 days or less.
The urgency brought by the Malampaya
depletion coupled with more stable regulations
have attracted private sector players. To-date,
under the authority of the new regulatory
framework, the DOE has issued two notices to
proceed (NTPs) – both of which appear to have
been issued within the period required under the

Based on the Philippine experience,
the real challenge is mustering enough
political will to power the projects
through to actual completion
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DOE rules – and a permit to construct, own and
operate. One project has also been tagged as an
EPNS.
On the one hand, the NTP is issued at the
initial stage of the permitting process after
the DOE has evaluated the substantive legal,
technical and financial merits of a potential LNG
project.21
Upon issuance of the NTP, the proponent has
six months extendible for a further six months to
secure the necessary permits from government
agencies and to achieve financial close. On the
other hand, a permit to construct, own and
operate is issued when the proponent has,
among other things, completed all the necessary
permits, and exhibited that it has sufficient
funding, market and LNG supply for the facility.
The progress that these proponents have
achieved under the DOE rules is encouraging, not
least because there are now coherent next steps
under the new regulations, and a promise of
government support under EO 30.
Nevertheless, based on the Philippine
experience of the LNG market, the real challenge
is mustering enough political will to power the
projects through to actual completion. Much
depends on how the government will harness the
legal framework already in place to secure the
country’s energy future.

Third-party access
Thailand, accessing LNG through a third-party
terminal – Providing third-party access, or TPA,
to the necessary infrastructure to regasify, store
and transport LNG and regasified LNG allows
a country to establish itself as an LNG market
and trading hub, which should, in principle,
liberalise the natural gas market and encourage
competition.
Third-party access is also important in light
of fluctuating global LNG demand and fuel mix,
ie utilisation of LNG as a fuel source. For a more
detailed explanation of TPA in the context of
LNG, please refer to our other articles on this
subject.22
While TPA is more common in other more
developed gas markets, such as the EU, some
Asian countries are looking to follow suit.
Thailand is one such country.
Thailand is expected to boost its LNG imports
– to 36 mtpa by 2030 from 2.9 mtpa in 2016 – as
its domestic supply declines. Currently, statecontrolled PTT supplies and imports LNG, and
operates Map Ta Phut, the country’s only LNG
l
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Terminal, which presently has a capacity of
10mtpa.
It is expected to expand capacity to 11.5mtpa
by 2019,23 and to 20 mtpa over the next 10
years.24 It has been reported that the 1.5 mtpa
excess capacity was made available to state-run
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand
(EGAT) as part of a 38-year TPA agreement (from
2019 to 2056) with PTT.25
To further increase competition in the sector
and effectively drive down the cost of imported
LNG,26 EGAT plans to develop a 5mtpa FSRU
expected to be ready by 2024.27
EGAT’s TPA is a pilot project to help better
understand the challenges for other private
companies under a TPA regime.28 One challenge
is ensuring that market players with the capital
to build LNG infrastructure are not deterred by
mandatory TPA requirements.
To respond to this, Thailand may need to
balance both liberalising the market and
encouraging investments in capital-intensive LNG
facilities, such as providing an exemption regime
for investments that will not take place if TPA is
mandated.
Another critical issue is ensuring that the
government will have the ability to enforce the
TPA rules: an official from the country’s Ministry
of Energy has stated that Thailand will be
“implementing third-party access … at the end of
2018”.29
Thailand will have to work closely with PTT,
which continues to hold an effective monopoly
over the procurement and distribution of natural
gas,30 to ensure effective and transparent access
of its facilities for third parties.

Pricing issues
Indonesia, crafting the appropriate price structure
– In most cases, imported LNG is costlier than
domestic natural gas, and countries will need
a strategy to price imported LNG to enable it
to compete (to the extent possible) with gas
from domestic sources, or energy from more
traditional sources, such as coal.
Under the current gas supply arrangements
of Indonesia, PT PLN (Persero) (PLN) supplies
the fuel for all new gas-fired projects and
bears the impact of gas price fluctuations.31 To
maximise the procurement of natural gas for
gas-fired power plants from domestic sources
at the lowest possible price,32 the Ministry of
Energy & Mineral Resources (MEMR) issued
a regulation33. Specifically, the regulation
provides that:
i) MEMR may make a specific volume of
natural gas for domestic needs (the domestic
market obligation) available for the PLN or the
independent power producer (IPP) to purchase;
and
ii) PLN or the IPP may also purchase natural
gas from the holder of a gas trading licence with
the appropriate natural gas infrastructure and
facilities to supply natural gas to the relevant
power project.
l

Under the regulation, MEMR determines the
price of natural gas for power generation based
on the: (a) economics of the gas field; (b) national
and international gas price; (c) payment capacity
of domestic gas consumers; and (d) any additional
value deriving from the use of domestic natural
gas.
PLN or the IPP company may purchase gas
through a pipeline at the plant gate, with the
highest price being 14.5% of the Indonesian Crude
Price (ICP). If that price cannot be achieved, then
PLN or the IPP (i) may purchase LNG, provided the
price of LNG at the plant gate is lower than the
price of any available pipeline natural gas, and
(ii) must purchase domestic LNG if the price of
the domestic LNG is the same as that of imported
LNG.
The effect of the regulation is that PLN (or the
IPP) is able to manage the risk of bearing the
price fluctuations of imported LNG by procuring
LNG from the domestic Indonesian market.
In the Jawa 1 LNG-to-power project,34 it had
previously been reported that LNG would be
procured from BP Berau Ltd’s West Tangguh
project in West Papua, Indonesia and would be
purchased by PLN at 11.2% of ICP per mmbtu,
with a transport cost at 0.4%.35 This would
minimise PLN’s exposure to international pricing
of LNG.
The impact of the regulation on gas prices and
the local LNG market is still unknown. While PLN
may have secured LNG at a low cost, experience
dictates that the consequences of price control
mechanisms may ripple across the supply chain.
Gas prices are a result of the interaction and
alignment of the economics of the natural gas
market and its complex supply chain from
exploration all the way up to regasification and
sale to the independent power producer.
Recognising this, the Indonesian government
has admitted that it is still “searching for the
correct formula to bring down the price of
natural gas … at a price point that will not put
producers in a disadvantageous position.”36
Price control mechanisms ultimately distort
the interaction between the production and
distribution aspects of the market; accordingly,
mandated pricing structures should be carefully
studied so that the risks and returns of each
adjustment can be measured.

Conclusion
There are many factors to consider when
shepherding an industry from birth to maturity.
This is especially true for LNG in emerging SouthEast Asian markets, with the complexities borne
by the nature of the product and industry.
Two of the key main challenges for all
emerging LNG markets in Asia are how to (a)
attract sufficient private-sector investment
to develop the industry, and (b) formulate
a coherent policy at government level that
adequately protects investors and customers. We
have sought to discuss some of these issues in
this article.
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A number of competing factors are at play, such
as the interests of state-owned utilities and those
of the private sector looking to invest in emerging
LNG and power markets. At times, competing or
diverging interests can be seen between different
departments of the same government.
Another country in which there is currently
a lot of interest is Vietnam. Earlier this year the
Vietnamese government announced that the use
of LNG for power generation was inevitable in
Vietnam in the near future and that it agreed in
principle to the pass-through of gas prices into
electricity tariffs.37
While this agreement in principle will be
welcomed by many, it is not clear how it will
impact the state utility’s model for electricity
tariffs under its power generation agreements.
The fact that the Jawa-1 project in Indonesia
has reached financial close is an encouraging sign
for the market in this region and demonstrates
that these projects can be considered bankable
for the purposes of project finance if there
is sufficient appetite from all stakeholders
to address the obstacles to successful project
development. We are hopeful that there will be
some other successes to follow in some of the
jurisdictions we have discussed, and others, in
the near future.n
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